BSG Wireless Wins Wireless
Broadband Alliance Chairman's
Award for 2014
NEW YORK, Oct. 16, 2014 -- BSG Wireless, recognized as a leading provider of Wi-Fi
solutions for delivering proven and reliable managed services into the growing Wi-Fi
ecosystem, today announced it has won the Wireless Broadband Alliance Chairman's
Award in the Technology Partner Category, part of the WBA's Wi-Fi Industry Awards 2014.

The Chairman's Awards are designed to reward both operators and vendors who have made
significant contributions to WBA projects during the past 12 months. Nominees are voted
on by the WBA members. This year's Chairman's Award winners were announced at a gala
awards dinner and networking event at Wi-Fi Global Congress in San Francisco on October
9.
"The two organizations nominated for this year's Chairman Awards have both made
outstanding contributions not only to the WBA's initiatives, but also to the wider ecosystem.
I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate BSG Wireless and hope that this will
inspire further collaboration and innovation in the future," said Shrikant Shenwai, CEO,
Wireless Broadband Alliance.
"We are truly honored to have been chosen by the WBA for the Chairman's Award. This
award is an acknowledgement by the industry of all the hard work and dedication by the

entire BSG Wireless team and our position as a market leader," said Atul Devani, CEO BSG
Wireless.
Specifically, BSG Wireless was recognized for its work with the Next Generation Hotspot
(NGH) initiative and trials, in addition to its leadership and contributions to the
Interoperability Compliance Program and Roaming Enhancements working groups.
The Chairman's Awards are voted for separately by WBA Members and recognize the
outstanding contributions that have been driving key initiatives in the Wi-Fi ecosystem over
the past 12 months. Additionally, the WBA sponsored Industry awards that were open to the
entire industry and judged independently of the WBA by a panel of highly distinguished
analysts and industry experts, led by Peter Jarich, Research Director, Service Provider
Infrastructure Practice, Current Analysis. The awards attracted entries from vendors and
operators from across the world encompassing the whole public Wi-Fi ecosystem.
You can find full details about the WBA Chairman and the Wi-Fi Industry Awards
at - www.wballiance.com/awards/
About BSG Wireless
BSG Wireless is an innovative Wi‐Fi solutions provider, delivering managed services and
products to carriers who want to build, manage, charge for and market their wireless
services securely and efficiently. We assist some of the world's leading wireless operators in
managing their global wireless roaming footprint, location directories, payment gateway
and credential issuance systems to ensure a reliable, secure and seamless customer
experience. BSG is a leader in the Wi‐Fi industry and are a major contributor to the Wireless
Broadband Alliance (WBA). For more information, please visit www.bsgwireless.com
BSG Wireless is a subsidiary of Billing Services Group Limited (BSG). Established in 1988
with locations in San Antonio, Texas USA and London, United Kingdom, BSG is a leading
provider of clearing and financial settlement solutions and verification services. BSG is the
largest third‐party clearing house for LEC billing in the United States, having long‐standing
relationships with more than 500 telecommunications partners in North America. BSG is
publicly traded on the London Stock Exchange (AiM: 'BILL'). For more information, please
visit www.bsgclearing.com.
About the Wireless Broadband Alliance
Founded in 2003, the aim of the Wireless Broadband Alliance (WBA) is to secure an
outstanding user experience through the global deployment of next generation Wi-Fi. In
order to make this a reality, the WBA is currently championing various initiatives in the WiFi ecosystem including Next Generation Hotspot (NGH) trials, Wi-Fi Roaming and its

Interoperability Compliance Program (ICP). Today, membership includes major fixed
operators such as BT, Comcast and Time Warner Cable; seven of the top 10 mobile operator
groups (by revenue) and leading technology companies such as Cisco, Google and
Intel. WBA member operators collectively serve more than 1 billion subscribers and operate
more than 10 million hotspots globally. The WBA Board includes Arqiva, AT&T, Boingo
Wireless, BT, Cisco Systems, Comcast, iPass, KT Corporation, NTT DOCOMO, Orange and
Ruckus Wireless.
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